Creative Energy
Switch to a 100% renewable electricity supplier with our Creative Energy Project. It is the easiest way to take action on the largest part of your carbon footprint.

We’ve already made great strides in reducing our energy impact but together we can go even further.

In 2018 - 1 hour’s worth of TV in the UK currently had a footprint of 13.5 tonnes

In 2020 - 1 hour’s worth of TV in the UK currently has a footprint of 9.17 tonnes
We have taken the hassle out of switching to a 100% renewable power supplier by doing the leg work for you. Every year, we find the greenest supplier to suit your needs.

In 2019 - 30 companies switched to our renewable energy project and together we saved a whopping 4,200 tonnes of carbon – the equivalent of taking 899 cars off the road for one year.

Creative Energy offers pre-negotiated access to the cleanest, greenest, planet protecting business electricity tariff on offer...

Renewable power often comes at a premium. But power comes in numbers, so if a number of us move to the same provider, then we’ll get a much better deal.
Creative Energy is our renewable electricity tariff; it makes 100% renewable electricity financially accessible to all those in the creative industries.

Our supplier is Good Energy, whose power is generated from 100% renewable sources including sun, wind, biogen and water, from their community of over 1500 independent generators across the UK.

Good Energy was one of only two suppliers recognised as ‘deep green’ in a Which? Magazine review of 24 domestic energy suppliers in October 2019.
By joining the Creative Energy project you can expect:

100% certified renewable electricity from over 1500 independent UK generators and carbon neutral gas

Dedicated Account Manager - award winning business customer care from their experienced team based in Wiltshire

Exceptional value for your business - we have been through a tender process with Good Energy which ensures preferential pricing for your business energy supply

12 - 24 month fixed term contracts available

Payment terms of up to 28 days as standard, more than 28 days on request

Dedicated Account Manager - award winning business customer care from their experienced team based in Wiltshire

Display certificates promoting your organisation's commitment to sustainability

Discount scheme for your staff to help make renewable power more accessible

Onsite generation and battery storage solution advice available

EV charging Infrastructure options

Energy survey and sustainability advice service available

Contact Albert
michellew@bafta.org
07712 893 206

Contact Good Energy
helen.franks@goodenergy.co.uk
07791 399352